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The next election will be in 2020. Case closed! The PPP Houdinis should save their energy to
calm themselves down after the courts free them of their illusions-cum-delusions.

GECOM should focus on house-to-house registration in preparation for the next election in
2020.

Folks have to understand and accept that hate, hope, or hype isn't a substitute for facts and
evidence in this NCM court matter.

Fact: Charrandass vacated his seat in our National Assembly in 2017. 
Evidence: Article 156 (1) (d) and Charrandass' renewal of his Canadian passport in 2017.

Fact: To succeed, the NCM needed a majority of the votes of all (65) elected members of our
National Assembly.  
Evidence: Article 106 (6) of our constitution.

Fact: There were only 64 validly seated members of the Assembly on December 21.
Charrandass' seat had been vacated by operation of constitutional law as a result of his own
action. 
Evidence: The aforementioned Article 156 and passport renewal.

△ ▽

 • Edit • Reply •

Iggi  • a day ago> Carl

Bullox, the APNU in its habit of conniving to retain power was duplicitous in using this
onerous clause in the constitution. That it was of no consequence in the constructing
of their legislative slate means they did not see it as an impediment. That sycophants
like you come here and celebrate this new found wisdom as suddenly essential
speaks to the kind of grating hypocrisy t hat has served to keep us poor for over 2
generations despite our great natural wealth.
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Carl  • 18 hours ago

see more

> Iggi

You ought to spend some time learning your constitutional history rather than
stressing yourself over what name to call me.

For your edification, those provisions of Article 156 were inserted in 2000 when
the PPP was in power. Article 106 (6) was also inserted in 2000 when the PPP
was in power.

So, the "grating hypocrisy" you speak of can be found in the person you see in
the mirror and those of your ilk, who only believe in the constitution when it
serves your point of view.

Look, Articles 156 and 106 must be adhered to in all their literal and purposive
meaning, with due regard to the need to avoid interpretations that are
obviously absurd and repugnant. And that's what the courts will do!

As observers and commentators, we cannot allow our dislike for either the
government or the opposition to cloud our reasoning. It is for that reason I
have never accepted the AG's fairytale view of what constitutes a majority.

The majority mentioned in Article 106 (6) is subject to a conditional "if" that

△ ▽

 • Edit • Reply •

Iggi  • 15 hours ago> Carl

The PPP alone did not ratify this constitution. The PNC added their
votes to the two thirds necessary therefore adding their imprimatur to
the document. And I support neither of these haplessly incompetent
parties so do not pretend you see me in any of their works. That may
be your habit but desist and focus on the argument at hand.

My dislike for these horrible pretentious and duplicitous men is does not
hamper my reason. Actually it is made more acute since I constantly
am apprised how completely bereft of virtue humans can be.

This is the very party that was as they say shackled with the AFC and
aiming to use 106 against the Ramator's regime. The mutual
acceptance of its validity saw the PPP proroguing parliament and then
calling elections. If its use then was valit it is no different now.

But wait we have a different kind of vermin to deal with. The ones who
cannot grasp the definition of an absolute majority and now hope to
wriggle out of a principle previously conceded to by vote and by
practice.

Indeed I have a problem with shallow sycophants like you presuming
you are blessed with divine wisdom when all you do is practice
rhetorical fakery and magical math to pretend your are wise...gwan da
side you shallow hypocrite. Truth to you is on quicksand, shifting as you
see fit as Georgas the sophist you can talk of the good or bad of salt as
you see fit.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Carl  • 13 hours ago> Iggi

Your name-calling is nothing else but an act of assuaging, but it will not
hide the shame of your now-exposed devious attempt to blame APNU
for constitutional provisions that existed before APNU was formed.

The law is the law! When all is said and done, there will be no elections
before 2020.

You'd better find a calm way to deal with it because emotional
ramblings and name-calling wouldn't be sufficient. 🤗

△ ▽

 • Edit • Reply •

Iggi  • 10 hours ago> Carl

I did not started it. Instead of making your point you were liberal with
the cheap shots and presume it was sufficient to cause one to cower at
your wisdom. To the contrary. Your arguments reeks of inelegance of
reason and of virtue.

The PNC voted to ratifify this constitutional change so were complicit in
its addition to the constitution. Further, they tried to use it against the
Ramotar regime making them doubly conscious of its form and its
function.

The idea that they now repudiate it and sniveling crows like you caw
about how right they are is sufficient to turn ones stomach.

And there is nothing emotional about stating facts. The PNC are
participating in mental gymnastics to try to avoid the inevitable. They
were booted from office.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Carl  • 4 hours ago> Iggi

The elections will be in 2020, and your emotional ramblings can't
change it! You are only raising your blood pressure.

You and others are emotionally focused on the word "resign", but the
most pertinent words in Article 106 (6) can be found after "resign".

Those words, whose meaning the courts will first resolve before even
considering the question of majority, are elected and members. These
words are found in the conditional clause that follows the conjunction
"if", which immediately follows the word "resign".

Take your arguments to the courts, where you will not find takers for
your convenience-based adherence to our constitution.

I am grateful that the judges have been trained to operate by standards
different from those stated in your emotional ramblings.

The next election will be in 2020.

△ ▽

 • Edit • Reply •

Iggi  • 2 hours ago> Carl

I have little doubt that some convenience will be found by the courts in
the furtherance of this regime to remain in office. Unlike you I place no
faith in any system managed by Guyanese including the judiciary. The
people are over two generations long enmeshed in politics where
patronage and other rent seeking and various quid pro quo is practice.
More often than not it is coerced by our ethnic politics. It will be a day a
Daniel has come to judgment, if this all goes against the government. I
am too jaded by our culture of corruption to invest much emotion the
outcome.

The court resolving the question about the majority is a laugh. Ask your
five year old or any five year old. On that account the regime has
already lost. No judge will ruin their good name to the end of time on
that farce. They risk being a laughing stock for all eternity. On social
media it will be a worthy meme to illustrate the corrupt; the judge who
could not decide if 33 is greater than 32. I can even visualize the
graphic.

The ruling in the administration is likely to be on the citizenship
question. However there will be no virtue here. It will just be a
foreshadowing about who they are. Hypocrites since they explicitly
disregarded the law here themselves.

Winning is not the point. It is how you win. The reality before us is that
the regime has committed to what we suspected is their praxis; do what
ever you can by whatever means as long as you can come out ahead. I
am very sorry to inform you that in real life most people conceive of
means to end schema that are consistent with an espoused moral
foundation that states you do not act hypocritically.

Beat your breasts and howl at the moon that you will come out ahead.
It matters not. We know you and you cannot be trusted to act as a well
formed human being so anything that comes from your mouths hence
forth will be uttered by a forked tongue. You may win here but you will
lose in the end. It is a known fact that good cannot come from evil.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Carl  • an hour ago> Iggi

The CCJ will ultimately decide this matter, not our courts. And the
decision to keep the government in office, as I have repeatedly stated
and highlighted, will have nothing to do with what constitutes a
majority.

The word has obviously become a pejorative to be conveniently
tossed at government supporters by government opponents looking
for stress relief.

By the way, patronage and rent seeking in politics are as ubiquitous
as night and day in our world. So stop trying to make them unique to
Guyana.

△ ▽

 • Edit • Reply •

Iggi  • 42 minutes ago> Carl

I am being shadow banned with my response to you but since you can
see it then here goes.

It matters not if the CCJ will ultimately hear it. It matters that the PNC in
their effort to remain in office are as usual playing dirty and they do not
mind being hypocrites in the process.

What constitute the majority is exactly what all the world knows is the
majority. The PNC seems to be the only one hiving problems with it.

What is ubiquitous everywhere matters not. What is practiced here
demands condemnation so we can seek redress.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Carl • 4 minutes ago> 

Let me know when you find your Utopia. I'd love to live there.

△ ▽

 • Edit • Reply •

Iggi  • 2 minutes ago> Carl

I am not looking for a utopia. I am looking for the land of normal people,
flaws and all. However, the above is the exception to the rule. It is an
aberration.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 9 hours ago> Carl

Carl is impervious to emotional ramblings and name-calling. He is
protected by his innate stupidity! Try DDT!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 9 hours ago> Iggi

Yew ain't seen nuffin yet!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 15 hours ago> Iggi

Carl must be promised an oifield named after him. A dry one!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

RJ Pratap  • a day ago> Carl

Up your ass stupid prick.
2△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • a day ago> RJ Pratap

Now, now, RJ, I promised to co-op. Surely you can, too! Yew rasshole!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

RJ Pratap  • a day ago> Lloyd Dettering

Alright Bro. Truce called. I only comment based on first hand
experiences I have with the dysfunctional system. I refrain from singing
the chorus of others like the blind leading the blind. Blame the leaders
we have for the disharmony they thrive in fanning the flames of hatred.
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • a day ago> Carl

You're hoping the courts anywhere with see your dim(witted) light! You're better off
being pessimiistic and prepare for civil disturbances
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Carl  • 18 hours ago> Lloyd Dettering

Your talk of "civil disturbances" is nothing else but anonymity-driven bravado
that will not mask the cowardice that folks like you are famous for.

Strip you of your anonymity and the space under your bed becomes your
refuge and your strength.

Keep hoping for disturbances!🙄

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 8 hours ago> Carl

You live in a fantasy world! Remove your head from your rectum (where
you obviously manufacture your opinions and pseudofacts) and go to
Facebook and look up my profile. Not much to see but you have my full
name and an old pikchur!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Carl  • 5 hours ago> Lloyd Dettering

If I see a man driving a car, do I need to see his driver's license to
confirm that he is capable of driving a car? Why would I not believe my
eyes?

So, why would I go to Facebook and look-up your profile? Your
comments here have given me enough information to make a
reasonable judgment on your character.

Sir, I have seen and read enough right here. And you are who I think
you are!

I believe my eyes!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 9 hours ago> Carl

Hope for the best but prepare for the worst, stupid Carl!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 9 hours ago> Carl

Or so you hope! While waiting I suggest you know where you can hide your
manufactured facts . 
BTW iggi, Igginoramus and pretender to knowledge of the English language (which
you so freely abuse) the word is spelled Ballocks! Got it? Bullox indeed! Bah! An ox is
a bull, and a bull is an ox, and you are an ass! Hahahahaha... 
Otherwise, I approve your comment! I am the arbiter of what is right! Don't annoy me!
Or else I'll cry!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 15 hours ago> Carl

Why do you ignore the other dual citizens in the government? Why do you ignore his
previous voting on other matters as a d-c? Your blinders aren't rosy coloured, they're
painted over?

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Carl  • 13 hours ago> Lloyd Dettering

I can't teach you about our constitution. You'll have to learn about it through
your own efforts.

Perhaps you should spend less time trolling this site and more time reading
our constitution.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 9 hours ago> Carl

Dunno Carl dear! Why should I join you in cherry picking where there
are plenty of cherries to pick in the PNC's la la Land?

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Kassee  • 19 hours ago> Carl

Peddling the P.N.C. fairy tale here will do u no good.U should be on comedy central.U
would put many comedians out of a job.Go back to your gutter when u finish blogging
for the day for the Congress Place rascals.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 9 hours ago> Kassee

You support the PPP rascals, of course! Dreaming of a Cabinet post with lots
of money from bribery, eh?

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Jughead • a day ago

This Witch like she stop wear them armless night gown she uses to Don at presentation.!! 
Somebody shouda help she out with the make up now ,, cuz this look like someone use a
paint brush an slap it around she scrawny face .!!

She can scare the daylights out of Maduro Navy with that face if the GDF use them sense an
utilize she face.
2△ ▽

 • Reply •

John Wensley  • a day ago> Jughead

reading from you ,, induced a chuckle ,, hopefully as the day unfold ,, more will make
me.....as I grapple with this US administration and it's "scandal" prone operations daily
,, and used as a template ,, by de "Georgetown society" ,, wid a hope of being able to
lean on SAM if de mature madman Maduro...… but dat ain gon happen caz POTUS
done gone n accept Guaido….. I have also ,, for the sake of the NATION !...…
POWER corrupts !
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • a day ago> John Wensley

You better be aware that it is the US that started this border problem which
was settled back at the turn of the 20th century and the same US could turn
back to dealing with the right leader in Venezuela, leaving Guyana hanging.
On to nothing!
3△ ▽

 • Edit • Reply •

Iggi  • a day ago> Jughead

hopefully you are an impeccably dressed fellow right off the cover of GQ and is also fit
as a fiddle else ease up with the criticism and speak to what she says. That is what is
of interest here.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 20 hours ago> Iggi

He's just a Jug head!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Alan PNCR Toronto Chapter  • 21 hours ago> Jughead

You are a moron. If you cannot comment respectfully, then stay away.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 8 hours ago> Alan PNCR Toronto Chapter

If you can post your fantasies, why shouldn't anyone else post their depictions
of you, PNC rectum?

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Kassee  • 19 hours ago> Alan PNCR Toronto Chapter

Shut up u weakling.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

CleveM  • 18 hours ago> Kassee

K-Ass-ee: 
it is so unfortunate. I mean it!! You are as your just those 3 letters in
your name so clearly portray. Not your fault!! No wonder you are so
angry and unhinged😁😁😁

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Kassee  • 18 hours ago> CleveM

Your ancestors bowed to massa so much,u have taken up the
chant.Some of u never learnt anything from the whip.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 9 hours ago> Kassee

It's obvious that you've never heard of Cuffy and his associates in your
cave world!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

CleveM  • 17 hours ago> Kassee

Come on K-Ass-ee you can do much better than that. Is that your best
"racist rant"? You are losing your touch.😁😁😁

Telling folks to shut and all that good stuff?

Here... This will cheer you up🍼🍼🍼

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Alan PNCR Toronto Chapter  • 19 hours ago> Kassee

Please note that elections will be in 2020 on the due date and not a
moment sooner. Everyone back to work and lets build a beautiful
country all together,

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 9 hours ago> Alan PNCR Toronto Chapter

Please, Alan PNCR! STFU!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Kassee  • 18 hours ago> Alan PNCR Toronto Chapter

I said,shut up weakling.Now,go and campaign.Make sure u do not try to
make horses vote like in Burnham times.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 9 hours ago> Kassee

You're so wrong! Asses not horses! Get your facts straight!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

John Wensley • a day ago

lawd have murci ,, wid a FACE like wah dis churile posin wid ,, ,, makes it bery ,, bery simple
to see why she in de mélange of de pnc ! 'oo is nat RELIC....is decrepit !.... dem 'ave a
BACOO ,, a GARGOYLE ,, a BRICK-'ead ,,fargive meh ,, dem 'ave on e fetching massive
bulk on spindley legs ,, den dem 'ave one 'oo is a CRACK smokin exotropia ! ah gast to stop
fuh de sake of my...… breakfast ! grotesque..... den of course y'al in GUYANA 'ave de
WASTE fum de WELFARE in de mélange of de...… hideous !
2△ ▽

 • Reply •

Xhrp2wkb1 • 20 hours ago

my tarot cards say constitutional crisis coming.
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

John Wensley • a day ago

de BACKWARD minds dat runnin de gecom ,, would ever be able to get de polls ready in 50
days….. NAT EVEN IF YUH GIH DEM A MONTH OF SUNDAYS !
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 9 hours ago> John Wensley

That would be 4? 5 at the most!

△ ▽

 • Edit • Reply •

Iggi • a day ago

Since you folks are pedantic about the constitution then follow it when you are called to follow
it. This idea that you can avoid the directive by claiming you cannot do it is not a valid
excuse, Supposedly you have a fit and proper fellow who was on the job for a year at least so
what was he doing when readiness is a necessary condition for his employment?
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris • 14 hours ago

Australia stop with Ocean oil exploration. I was asking 3 day before, Replying to an Article on
Jagdeo Posted by George Alleyne, Jagdeo mentioned No Confidence Vote.  
i said Suppose EXXON decides not to drain Oil due to Disappearing lands?  
What would the Government do? 
I know what this Government has done simply from Charandass. $7B is Lots but still Bad
work being done. 
APNU pushing Coconut and 3/4 is going to Vote PPPC.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris • 14 hours ago

rillions of dollars worth of oil found in Australian ... 
https://www.telegraph.co.uk...... 
2013-01-24 · Australia is currently believed to have reserves of about 3.9 billion barrels of
crude oil - about 0.2 per cent of the world’s total - and produces about 180 million barrels a
year.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris  • 13 hours ago> Harris

Henry Green still fighting for the Family Assets. and all the Lawyers have fun. Case
closed. can not get the car

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris • 14 hours ago

Shury-Sahoy. and Dr. Shury, still they asking for more Funds for Cane Cutters and Pirates.  
the Cane cutters and Rice kill TaxPayers. Burnham bought it over and give PPP and now
they ungrateful. Goolchand has Lots Including those antique Furniture from those Estates.  
Put that Money into wood for Sophia at a Low Price. i know a Man on Bartica only thing he
needs Transportation. 
as Guyana is trying to Reclaim the Amazon that Jagdeo sold as President. hes running
scared. His Members dont even know they are being used but they are COLLECTING. PPP
is a degressive Party. they have never Brought anything to the table. newly built houses are
falling apart. muchless when the digging takes place for OIL

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris  • 12 hours ago> Harris

HEREAFTER,. Not In Support of APNU your own. What have you done/ Deserate
time Desperate Measure. no 2 Party

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris  • 12 hours ago> Harris

Thats not a precedent

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris  • 12 hours ago> Harris

One set of People Build the Pyramids all over the world. isnt that
distinct?

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris  • 12 hours ago> Harris

Right now Maduro is in Porogue. and Granger is ahead with feeding.
Cococnut water. I said to a Girl ship some coconut oil to I&I. iam i am
sure shes into coconut Oil and shes Voting PPPP.. Mark Harris 2264-
11-202669 25/9/2011/2016 thats I. Food Handler and Health Care
Professional. Standard First Aid & CPR/AED Level Health Care
Professional Reconized by WSIB 2014

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 9 hours ago> Harris

BS artist, too!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris  • 12 hours ago> Harris

I Put My Pension for what i Believe in

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris  • 12 hours ago> Harris

even TT Indians dont like Guyanese although TT Indians dont like
Blacks. doesnt matter however. I caught a TT Indian in Federal Post
Office Fraud and were moved and got HSI fired and there is INVIsible
harassment but i am safe. same companies have Guyanese and TT
and you have to Bob and weave,. they are deceptive with confusion. its
not twisted tongue they try to confuse . with mobojombo

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris  • 12 hours ago> Harris

I make silver coconut oil and cream for friends

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris  • 11 hours ago> Harris

A Camera is $20.00

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris  • 11 hours ago> Harris

Jagdeo took claims from lots of zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzo OLD money
CLAIM OWNERS. AND THE cONVULGE ON bEL aIR AND WOULD
KILL ANYONE

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris  • 12 hours ago> Harris

them man Plant with MONSANTO for YEARS YEARS. OK

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris  • 12 hours ago> Harris

Even the BORA is deadly Poisoned. 
and in Guyana the Land close to the garden of Eden.  
Give back the land to the Giver, lets Restore it from the Lodge Dump 
Someone burn Courida Park Homeless Shelter for Indian Girls only Indian
Girls and its Arson from Gloria Brassington's House

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris  • 13 hours ago> Harris

The only thing Jagdeo did in sports is Cricket. he forced Sarwan and Chandrapaul into
West indies Cricket. People Vote along with their Idol and i dont think Chandrapaul or
Sarwan would Vote for Drugs

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris  • 12 hours ago> Harris

Call Mike Yorke at Local Union 27 or 926 or 18. or UBCJA. the Judge

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris  • 13 hours ago> Harris

Mr. Reis and Banks DIH has shown lots of Integrity in Business like the
Ethiopian Airlines. and they should not have to bid for an Estate with Mill. More
Guyanese will be working in Drainage and Irrigation and Planting. PPPC
messed up the Water flow and the Play stinks in the Lodge/Lamaha
Canal/Sophia.  
Degie Fever is from Black Vats. what Idiots Imported

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris  • 12 hours ago> Harris

And Tail end Pagasse

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris  • 12 hours ago> Harris

They should have taken that Grass from The Housing Scheme and the
Ruimveldt Police Staion OUtlet and the Rivers need Dredging to put
Back on the land By Building Planks Pall Off. And its easy to do like
was done on Bartica. at Big Market.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris  • 13 hours ago> Harris

Greta from Brickdam is a good teacher she taught under my Mother Fat teacher,
Barbara Harris. 
hey The Uneducated with out Knowledge Experience or Skills. 
They Killed Teachers Too

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris • 14 hours ago

take back Gail Texeira Money from 1992 everything. I know Chandrashakar in shit with
Lawyersin Canada. hes a Prominent Lawyer . Look at his record representing Contraband
they tied his Balls. Ian Chang. he was around when Business men would shoot people on
Construction site. where are those records. and calling them criminal if you dont do as Roger
Khan says. I hope all 35 Memebr are Commited. funky business.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris • 14 hours ago

Where is BK Tiwari's Taxes? where is the Books ? 
asks Ali what type of Recruitment strategy would he put inplace to hire? 
if he will select Incompetent people ( Like himself :) just a lash :) like the past Administration
when there was no Jobs and under Ramotar. 
Also,Why is he selecting APNU's Agenda with ICT? ( i Proposed ) 
You can use my Name a Constituent. I have my Tax Card i paid taxes for 6 Months.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris  • 13 hours ago> Harris

Including the Prescriptive Right, I told Kitty Police Station to take a Photo copy. Plus
Roger Khan had access to lots of Doctors and coke Party. 
who chopped off the guy head in Agricola? Anderson? 
let Jagdeo get Flash back and Chandrapal

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Harris • 15 hours ago

Rodriguez said that a judge in the nearby city of Malaga would be in charge of investigating
who should be held responsible for Julen’s death and cautioned that his autopsy results
could not be released ahead of that investigation being finished. 
I will get back to this later. why dont Harmon asks PPPC and Jagdeo Texeira and Not Irfaan
Ali, for the files on NIS NBS and the Content of NEW BUILDING SOCIETY SAFE that he
Moved to Camp Street, and Pension that went into this Consolidated Fund Call NICIL.
Jagdeo face got blow when Jordan put the OIL MONEY in the a Bank and got Interest. he
though Jordan would have put it in PPPC's Coffer. the Economist dont you see what Putin
did? he took all the state firms and corporation like what Jagdeo did. do you want some one
who is adopted and stealijn?

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Samson Lear • 16 hours ago

90 Days is not an optional time period for GECOM. 106(6) specifies it. Unless 2/3 majority in
parliament says otherwise 106(7), elections within 90 days of no confidence vote is
constitutionally required. Why is there even a discussion. The rule of Law people, the rule of
Law!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Alan PNCR Toronto Chapter  • 12 hours ago> Samson Lear

The NCM is of no legal effect because it was "Stolen Goods" which charrandas lifted
by committing fraudulent acts in parliament in violation of several Articles. It;s not
happening. There will be no early election forced by a cowardly fraud. The coup that
flew the coop ain't happening. No discussion required. The rule of law says that a
impostor fraud artist cannot dictate the outcome of a democratically elected
government.

△ ▽

 • Edit • Reply •

Iggi  • 2 hours ago> Alan PNCR Toronto Chapter

Ah shut up with the useless moralizing. You know fully well that whatever fraud
Charandas is deemed to have committed is what is being committed on going
by Greenidge, Harmon et al. If he is guilty they are also guilty.

It is common knowledge that since the clause was introduced it was ignored by
both sides. And from that time onwards we have passed serious legislations all
kinds that would all have to be deemed illegal if this ruling holds. This is about
a government unsure of its ability to recapture the state trying to hold on for
deer life!

A good judge would accept that as practice acknowledged explicitly by both
parties from the origination of the law. There is nothing on record that it ever
injured the state. Its only use was in this instance where a duplicitous regime is
seeking to stay in office by repudiating its own practice.

Do not speak of frauds and cowards so easily when you are by knowledge and
forethought qualified as a skilled practitioner of the dark craft. By the way, the
word is "coup" not "coop". That latter speaks to a place of confinement for
chickens. I am sure you know that place.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 9 hours ago> Alan PNCR Toronto Chapter

Only now he's a fraud, eh? How discerning of you? Fraud yourself is what you
are!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

MR TURBO • a day ago

If elections is held right now and we are going to win it, these scumbags will say it was
rigged, 
we want to beat you all fair and square like we did in the last two elections held, JAGDEO will 
never ever get a third term in any way he tries to, the International community knows his MO 
with the picking of that Teletubby fella, Jagdeo just loves chubby guys, that is how bullies 
operate, they pick on the fattest kid in school, jagdeo controls them like his PUPPET,
Ramotar was chubby when he was pick to be the presidential candidate, now this IRFART
fella, bunch of DOTISH people in the PPP...…...

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • a day ago> MR TURBO

You can only win by rigging! Go do it!
2△ ▽

 • Reply •

MR TURBO  • 18 hours ago> Lloyd Dettering

I guess we wonh the last two elections by rigging, that old line is not working
with the int'l community, those days has long gone, we have the majority not
your racist indo ppp…….

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 8 hours ago> MR TURBO

And all elections, if any, to come! You just can't help yourself! Dawg
'custom to .eating hegg jus can't stop!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 15 hours ago> MR TURBO

MY racist indo PPP? Whatever in the world are you dreaming with
now? A drug addict's droolings? Careful now or I'll sue your worthless
ass for defamation! On second thought, I won't, considering your net
worth! Hahahahaha...

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Carl  • a day ago> MR TURBO

They are wasting their time. The next election will be in 2020.
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

John Wensley  • a day ago> Carl

burnham is yuh faddah ,, or yuh g'faddah ? I aksin caz de way yuh talkin soun
like a statement by a dicktator…...am wonderin if yuh get my drift.....
2△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • a day ago> John Wensley

He can't get any in lala land!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Carl  • a day ago> John Wensley

Man, just prepare yourself for 2020.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 20 hours ago> Carl

You prepare NOW!
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Kassee  • 19 hours ago> Carl

In 2020,u will be R.I.P.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 8 hours ago> Kassee

Not if they still control the police and GDF!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • a day ago> Carl

And you're wasting ink!
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Kassee  • 19 hours ago

see more

> Carl

P.P.P. candidate at Linden and Anna Regina.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Samson Lear  • 16 hours ago> MR TURBO

Then why the foot dragging and obfuscation?

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 8 hours ago> Samson Lear

Can't help it!.He's got a clubfoot and a caveman's brain! Hahahaha....

△ ▽

 • Reply •

MR TURBO  • 16 hours ago> Samson Lear

I GUESS YOU DID NOT GET THE GIST OF MY COMMENT...…..

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 15 hours ago> MR TURBO

He thinks shouting will get attention because we, according to his dumb
ass, are deaf! What gist, disTurbo? It"s gistless!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Kassee  • 19 hours ago> MR TURBO

P.N.C. never won an election on it's own.Forget when P.N.C. goons used to break up
opposition meetings and beat women and kids on the streets.?Forget the House Of
Israel thugs used by Burnham to help control crowds and opponents.?

Pic. of Hoyte and ''Rabbi'' Washington.A fugitive granted asylum in the country from
American justice in the dictator days of Bannam.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 15 hours ago> Kassee

PNC is not sly and stealthy like PPP! They're stupid so goons are very
necessary! What you can't get by crook, by golly, you have to get by (left)hook!
See?

△ ▽

 • Reply •

CleveM  • 19 hours ago> Kassee

K-Ass-ee:

Forget your racist counterpart Turbo and request my record. 
The challenge is on!! What are you so afraid of?

That out of the way - Don't you think the Guyanese voters deserve a "clean"
voters list? One that is not "bloated" with migrants and dead people yet
missing young, eligible first time voters?

An uncompromised, clean voters list is essential to Free and Fair Election.

Don't you agree?

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 15 hours ago> CleveM

Will take too much time!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

CleveM  • 13 hours ago> Lloyd Dettering

What's your alternative Lloyd?

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 8 hours ago> CleveM

Let the government resign and hold the elections. If the PPP wins a
majority, then the present government can reveal the PPP's real
intentions, whether as official opposition or not. They control the police
and the GDF, do they not? They are hurting their chances with all this
delaying BS. The CJ herself asked about Charlatanrass's previous
voting, didn't she? Resigning now will illustrate to the people that they
respect law and order. They won't be silent, will they?

△ ▽

 • Reply •

CleveM  • 3 hours ago> Lloyd Dettering

Lloyd : 
Don't you think that there are legitimate questions surrounding the NCV
that must be answered? Additionally, this is a road that we have never
trodden. As a result, there are variations of interpretations that are
floating. It will be in the country's best that these are addressed and put
to rest thereby establishing firm, decisive, unquestionable precedents.
Additionally, isn't there an ongoing police investigation? Shouldn't the
outcome be known before conclusions are made?

Bottom line, there is a dispute surrounding the NCV. The principals
have done the right thing by taking it to the court. The prudent and
sensible thing to do is to await that decision.

In the meantime, GECOM and the principals should pull all the stops to
ensure that there is voters list that "resembles" clean. This will ensure
that only those that are "eligible" to vote are the ones electing the next
government.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Kassee  • 18 hours ago> CleveM

Racist,if u need special attention,go to a relevant doc.I do not need to
see the record of an idiot and gutter rat like u who makes mock of
Indian names.U have a twisted and evil mind.Two faced.Both sides
evil.U bunch of idiots had since 2015, for a new list and a new
constitution.Delaying elections has been the hallmark of your party for
decades.U know of free and fair election.?Amazing.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 15 hours ago> Kassee

Why fair when foul is better?

△ ▽

 • Reply •

CleveM  • 18 hours ago> Kassee

Unhinged - Aren't we? Truth does that to a person.

Breathe! Breathe!😁😁😁

Now sit down, behave and read carefully. I am a free agent. Hence, my
ongoing war with all you "racist" on both sides of the aisle from day
one.

Do yourself a favor a pull my record. I promise it will make you a much
better person. 😊😊

One more thing. I am an "unapologetic" supporter of President David
Granger.!!!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 15 hours ago> CleveM

I'm neutral, too, but as I'm out of the country and haven't been following
the politics until recently, I can't claim unquestioning support of ol'
Grange! I suspect the cancer he has was INDUCED for regime change
reasons! Like Hugo Chavez!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

CleveM  • 13 hours ago> Lloyd Dettering

I am also out of the country but I know the gentleman. Honorable man -
cannot say the same for many of those around him.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Lloyd Dettering  • 8 hours ago> CleveM

He looks like Morgan Freeman, one of my favourite black actors who I
predicted ever since his The Electric Company days would win an
Oscar if he ever got the chance. I like Denzel Washington, too. I once
considered him as just as another pretty face. Boy, was I surprised at
his performance as a very concerned father. Electrifying is too mild a
descriptive word!

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Kassee  • 18 hours ago> CleveM

U even know what is truth.?

△ ▽

 • Reply •

CleveM  • 17 hours ago> Kassee

The truth is......you are "unhinged" again. It is the worst you have been.

I am very worried for you. Serious.

Please. I beg you. Don't do anything stupid.

Call 1-888-I-NEED-HELP😊

△ ▽
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